
Legacy Modernization: Mia-Platform and OpenLegacy
deliver a new end-to-end solution to move from legacy

systems to cloud native platforms
Mia-Platform and OpenLegacy partner to provide enterprises with the best

technology and support to modernize their legacy systems in a safe,
cost-effective way.

Milan, July 7th 2022 - OpenLegacy, provider of the industry’s most advanced legacy
integration solution, has officially joined the Mia-Platform Partner Program.

Obsolete legacy systems and outdated technological solutions frequently hinder IT
architectures, especially among large enterprise departments, and undermine the
evolution of the infrastructures and technologies used within a company. Modernizing
corporate IT systems widely improves long-term growth strategy, and the
competitiveness of the company, that can more easily adapt and respond to market
changes and new needs.

However, the legacy modernization process is complex, and presents some critical
issues to address carefully. For this reason, Mia-Platform and OpenLegacy have joined
forces to deliver an end-to-end solution to move from legacy systems to cloud-native
platforms.

The no-code integration of OpenLegacy and Mia-Platform enables enterprise IT
departments to easily move from legacy systems to a cloud-native platform by:

● Connecting legacy systems to the cloud-native ecosystem in one click;
● Easily exposing and serving via API/Events, while guaranteeing consistency and

security;
● Scaling business logics without impacting the legacy performance;
● Governing the end-to-end process thanks to pluggable connectors, microservices

and API configuration, deployment, security, runtime monitoring, logging and
metrics.

https://www.openlegacy.com/
https://mia-platform.eu/


"Our mission is to make legacy modernization a much simpler, shorter process for
companies of any size and category,” said Zeev Avidan, Chief Product Officer,
OpenLegacy. “Of course, having our platform accessible to the widest population of
developers in their chosen marketplace is critical. Mia Platform’s robust cloud-native
infrastructure, which is so popular for those working in Kubernetes, helps us accomplish
that goal.”

Moreover, all Mia-Platform customers can already leverage the OpenLegacy Connector in
Mia-Platform Marketplace to:

● Rapidly import the configurations generated onto OpenLegacy Hub;
● Deploy the containerized logic on any cloud or on-premises distribution;
● Easily expose logic and data via API;
● Monitor your service at runtime with logs, alarms, and metrics.

“By modernizing monolithic applications and corporate legacy systems, Enterprises can
benefit from a significant reduction of IT costs and time-to-market, while improving
flexibility, scalability and interoperability of their systems. We are happy to start this new
collaboration with an experienced partner like OpenLegacy; together we can provide the
best technology and support to help Enterprises in their legacy modernization journey”
comments Francesco Caracuta, Director of Channel Partnerships UK @ Mia-Platform.



ABOUT OPENLEGACY

OpenLegacy offers a cloud-first legacy modernization platform.
OpenLegacy Hub delivers high ROI with a simple, disruption-free, method to generate, extend
and manage digital services from legacy systems to the cloud. Jumpstart and optimize your
modernization journey and follow it through, no matter the chosen strategy: modernizing in place
(hybrid), rehosting/replatforming or even replacing and rewriting the entire application. Each can
be simplified and automated to perfect the process drastically eliminating complexity, time, cost,
and risk.
OpenLegacy’s robust modernization platform is designed to address the painful challenges of
complexity, unique skills, and mission-critical stability that core legacy systems (such as
mainframe) present in the cloud journey.  OpenLegacy is used by many of the world’s leading
enterprises, including Citi, Scotiabank, Liberty Mutual, DBS, and Standard Chartered, to name a
few.
→Visit openlegacy.com.

ABOUT MIA-PLATFORM

Mia‑Platform is the simplest tool to develop modern cloud native applications on Kubernetes. The
platform helps companies to industrialize and simplify software lifecycle by using APIs,
microservices and real-time data, building event-driven architectures, and carrying out DevOps
operations. Its technological excellence is recognized worldwide by institutions such as the Cloud
Native Computing Foundation and Gartner, which has recently named Mia-Platform Cool Vendor
in its 2021 report "Cool Vendors for Software Engineering Technologies".
→Discover more: mia-platform.eu
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